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The Male-Addressed Quranic Speech 
 optical illusion or objective reality? 

A translation of Ibrahim Bin Nabi's 
 article on genders in the Quran 

 

 

Dear reader,  

Kindly notice that several verses in this document may be either cut short or 
taken out of context. Please take your time to read them alone within context. 
All verse references and translator name (if used) have been provided. 

 

 

Dear non-Arabic speakers,  

Within this document, you will be subject to conclusions based on the Quranic 
manuscript and traditional Arabic grammar. Please take note of details such as 
the suffix tied 'ta' (al ta' al marbota), the suffix spread 'ta' (al ta' al mabsota), 
and the nun [pronounced 'noon'] (and the two main ways it has been typed into 
the Quran). In addition, the traditional belief considers some tied 'ta' to be the 
same as spread 'ta'. Any other points you may have to pay attention to within 
the context of Quranic verses have either been colored in red or placed 
between brackets. No additional Arabic fonts are required to view the 
document. Any Arabic texts you may see are in a PNG image format.  
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Introduction 

 

49:13  O you people, indeed we have created you from/of male and female and 
made you races [shu'b] and ancestors [qaba'il] so that you may meet; the best of 
you in the sight of Allah is the most righteous [seeking more protection: taqwa; 
atqakum]: Indeed, Allah is All-knowing, Well-informed.  
 

Below we read a few questions many people ask themselves when attempting to 
objectively read the Quran – 

» Would the Quran naturally (and exclusively) direct speech to the male?  

» Is the female-addressed speech outclassed by constant reference to males?  

» Is the female-addressed speech only recognizable if placed within a suggestive 
context?  

» Are the grammatical rules of gender categorizing (of ta' marbota (attached 
Ta), pronouns (mutasila wa munfasila), grouped female plural, and whatever 
else linguists claim) authentic enough to assert the female as an adherer of 
male? 

» Moreover, are the following verses exclusively directed for men only? 

 
44:54  ...And we have paired them up with hurrin eyn (fair-eyed ones). 
 

5:6  ...Or you touched women/Nisa', so you found no water, then seek 
[tayammamu] soil/transcendence of state [sa'edan] tayyeba [which is good/well]… 
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2:187  It's been made lawful for you, on the night of abstaining/fasting 
[seyam], to approach your women/wives/Nisa' (sexually)… 
 

 
4:3  ...And so, marry (make contract with) what you like of Nisa'/women, 
two [mathna], and three [wa thalath], and four [wa ruba']… 
 

 
As humans who are capable of communication, grammar plays a great role in our 
lives. Unfortunately, it has been forced into our minds and perception, strongly 
controlling our judgment of the opposite sex. 

Sadly, we have committed great error by assuming our daily life dialects are a 
reflection of the authentic Quranic language, and although our case lacks evidence, 
we rarely look into it. This Quranic reading that we were forced into is the result of 
traditional supremacy, as it has always aimed to control our lives, thoughts and 
beliefs. 
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As an introduction to the topic at hand, we are to discuss the following example of 
forced reading:  

 

 

81:8-9  And when the prematurely buried (maw'udatu = feminine) was asked 
(su'ilat) by what fault she had been killed (qutilat). 

Anyone who is reading these verses for the first time would that the maw'udatu (the 
prematurely buried one) is a female infant in respect to the suffix 'ta' attached to this 
word and several others (su'ilat, qutilat). To conclude further, we assume the wa'd is 
to prematurely bury and abandon a newborn baby girl. What the reader may 
accidentally miss is that these verses speak of something deeper. Before discussing 
further, it is my obligation to point out that those who are discarded and buried in war, 
or peace, are never of one exclusive gender called the female, but of both genders. 
Humans (male and female – equally) are the ones thrown into pits, burnt in furnaces, 
and killed at holocausts to be silenced about a crime. These hideous murders cannot 
be restricted to one gender only.   
 

Let me also add that exclaiming the Quran exclusively mentions the slaughter of 
female infants is indeed to accuse it of neglecting the slaughter of male infants! 
 
The verses presented to you above are some of the many people unfairly judge as 
passages concerning one gender without the other. Such judgments are excessive and 
unscientific. They are mostly supported by the books of Islamic Scholars and their 
bizarre rules of grammar. Among the theories raised regarding this issue, many have 
concluded that the Quranic language is in fact partial and one-sided. Others may have 
justified this by saying that the language of the Prophet and his people was bigot, 
resulting in a highly biased book. As much as people may have analyzed the Quranic 
text, they almost never offer any historical or anthropological reasons behind its rather 
"deviant" structure.  
 
While reading through what many wrote on the Quranic language, I stumbled across 
and online post which you can read below: 

"Islam initially communicates with the male where the female remains only an 
occasionally-addressed party. This is why we find an entire chapter titled "Al-
Nisa' (the Women)" as it contains bountiful laws concerning females; we, 
however, do not find any chapter titled "Al Rijal (the Men)" as the entire 
Quran is aimed for men, while women remain an exception. Add to that, the 
Islamic deity is a male, even if only in syntax. This deity has also distinguished 
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between males and females in statement, heritage, polygamy, and divorce. 
These matters are not insecurities; thus, I am hoping none of you will speak up 
for their personal heretic beliefs regarding Islam, since Islam is no living 
creature; it cannot explain itself. Instead, men stand up to speak on its behalf. 
This is my general view regarding the current overriding/traditional reading 
of Islam and its remains." 

The post above is dangerously accurate. The only fault here is its complete 
dependency on the terminology of Islamic Scholars. According to the author, Islam is 
doing all the communication, although Islam is a base ground, not a collection of 
facts. Islam, in its Quranic connotation, is a ground for social peace, precisely as 
democracy and dictatorship are; and so, Islam does not construct facts or 
development, but is the base ground for their birth.  

Kindly take note that the author of the above statement has also decided that the term 
Nisa' is the plural of "untha" (female). He even promoted it as a synonym, which 
conflicts the 'Quranic' Arabic language; for there is not even the slightest link between 
Nisa' and untha (pl. inath).  
 
What the author was unaware of is that any man could be classified under Nisa', while 
any woman could similarly be classified under Rijal, neither did he know that the 
actual concept behind Nisa' is related to their retarded or "held back" position instead 
of their gender. 

Moreover, if Allah had isolated any all-women speech in Surat "Al-Nisa'", there 
would have been no further mention of thakar or untha in any other verses. It's always 
sufficient to remind the reader of Surat "Maryam" or to recite the beginning of Surat 
"Al-Nisa'" to understand it is meant for the orphans (al-yatama), discussing subjects 
on how to foster and care for them, and is barely related to matrimonial issues. 
 
To consider the term Nisa' to be the plural of untha has doubtlessly added a male-
dominant flavor to Quran. If only people had understood that this term is not 
restricted to females, but associated with every delay in a field (such as seeking 
fortune, achievements, consistency [qawamah], or mobility), they would not have 
been victims of false assumptions.  
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To further elaborate, we should read the verse below – 

 
 
4:127  And they seek instructions from you regarding Al-Nisa'. Say, Allah 
instructs you regarding them and what is delivered to you in the Book concerning 
the orphans of Al-Nisa' to whom you do not give what has been appointed for, and 
wish to contract with (tankihuhunna). (The same as) the oppressed boys (or 
children). (This is) so that you are consistent to the orphans in justice. (And) 
whatever good you do, indeed, Allah is aware of it. 
 
If Nisa' truly meant "women", then is there such a thing as "the Orphans of Females"?  
 
This verse alone (4:127) can easily refute the claim of Islamic Scholars that Al Nisa' 
are of the female sex without deeply investigating structure of Quranic vocabulary.  
 
I must add that there is absolutely no relationship whatsoever between the root word 
of women (Nisa') and the root word of female (untha).  
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Feminine and Masculine  
 

The feminine and masculine are one of the main intellective branches or our societies 
(Arabic & Islamic worlds). In these societies, the female is completely isolated from 
political and social life. If it were not for foreign invasions, women here would still be 
concealed in "social graves". Many people have already accused the Quran of being 
the very keeper of these graves. 

By studying any earthly community through its gender and gender roles, we could 
come to unveil its division of powers and general it view of the universe. Thereby, we 
must analyze Islamic communities through such subjects.  

 
When it comes to the Quranic language, we find a dominant Priesthood to police our 
ideas. This Priesthood has been silently created at the time of friendly wars between 
the schools of Kufa and Basra; for then, syntax and oral language discussions were 
robust and at no cost (2nd – end of 4th Hijri [Islamic] century). These scholars and 
academics did not only claim to have the ultimate right to reform Arabic grammar, 
but also resolved to base these studies on what they called "The Poetry of Jahiliin" 
and the language of Al-Araab & the Bedouins to justify what they considered to be 
"dissimilar words/phrases" in the verses of Quran.  

 
It is quite strange that such great freedom of thought was allowed in a debate – 
particularly, the works of Al-Khalil and Subawaih. However, and during the first 
Abbasi era, these studies and debates were outlawed and “Quranic” rules were 
stabilized and transformed into standard grammar as the Governors allowed no further 
discussions to take place. 

Arabic grammar may seem firm and rigid to the ear, but in reality is quite faint. The 
traditional Arabic grammar is not strong enough to hold simply because it lacks the 
necessary universality. I am in hope the reader will allow me to use the term 'secular' 
from a scientific, non-ideological approach only (although it may still have the same 
meaning to me). In my manner of use, secularism would connote the universality of a 
certain law, code or formula. Plainly speaking, it means that a law or rule cannot be 
secular if it is not capable of containing every fragment within its restrictions.  

 
For example, we cannot say that the plural masculine subject can be marfu' by the 
waw and nun, when it is mansub by the ya' and nun in other occurrences, making our 
rule impartial. The error either lies within dividing a sentence into a verb, subject and 
object or within the rules of Irab themselves, or simply within all fabricated 
grammatical approaches.  
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A rule cannot be applied to the Quran unless it is universal and impartial. This is the 
very difference between structure and law. In addition, as we shall see, linguists 
construct unfinished rules that do not round up to the high levels of universality. They 
later attempt to trim down the catastrophe (that these rules cannot contain all the 
Arabic phrases) by inventing labels such as "the exceptional" (al shadh/shaz) or by 
seeking refuge in the different accents of this language. Such ways do not work with 
the Quran, for as we have discussed earlier, the makeup of the Quran must have 
secular rules, where there is no place for exceptions or any hiding behind human 
tongues or their ancient poetry. The Quranic makeup is flawless and perfect exactly as 
the Kitab (the universe) is free of chaos. 

Humans seek to construct secular laws whether in the fields of physics or biology. 
They seek to construct laws that apply to all parts of a theory, not only a certain 
portion of it. Scientists who work in the field of Astronomy, for instance, cannot hide 
behind such "exceptions", as that would mean the collapse of their theories.  

 
A good example to demonstrate was Newton's mechanics. Newton's laws concerned 
every mechanic phenomena and thus were secular considering what knowledge 
people had in hand at the time. However, in 1859, it became evident that Newton's 
mechanics fail to explain Mercury's motion around its orbit. A quest for more suitable 
explanations welcomed Einstein's Theory of Relativity to clarify the newly discovered 
observations. Nevertheless, Newton's laws were never wasted, for they are still in use 
to this day but within the limits of an object's velocity only.  

As a conclusion, we must not construct Quranic rules that claim secularity if they 
cannot explain all examples presented to the structure within it. For example, if we 
argue that every suffix 'ta' connotes a feminine term, then we must verify that every 
occurrence of this example within the Quran is feminine. To construct a perfectly 
objective grammar rule, we cannot defend any words that do not fit into this rule with 
cultural sigmatism or ancient accents. Searching within the Quran will render it 
manifest that the internal structure within it is unrelated to the faulty languages of 
humankind. 
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Refuting the current rules of glottology  

I now wish to present to you quite a few rules constructed by the linguists of the 2nd 
Hijri century.  

Rule One – 
 
“What is referred to using "hatha/haza" (him) is masculine, and what is referred to 
using "hathehe/hazehe" (her) is feminine.” 

To refute this rule, I give you the following two verses:  
 
 

 

2:258  Did you not see him who debates Ibrahim in his Lord for having 
been given authority, as Ibrahim said, "So indeed, Allah brings the sun from the 
East, then bring her (fati biha) from the West. Thus was (the debater) was 
confounded, and Allah does not guide the unjust people. 

 

 
 
6:78  When he saw the sun in brilliance (feminine), he said, "this (hatha = 
masculine) my Lord, this (masculine) is greater," so when she [the sun] set, he said, 
"My people, I am innocent of what you set partners." 
 
(*Notice: the sun [ash-shams] is feminine in 2:258, yet was referred to as both 
feminine and masculine in 6:78.) 
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We have quite a few options to justify this use. One choice would be to say 
"shams/sun" could be both masculine and feminine. Grammarians will claim that 
"shams/sun" is feminine on the metaphorical or incorporeal level only. The most 
intelligent of them will claim it was on an oral level, and yet such accusations are 
questionable, even when it comes to Jahiliin Poetry.  The other choice would be to 
announce the suffix 'ta' unrelated to femininity. This of course is quite difficult to pull 
through considering the currently dealt with laws of this language.  

Rule Two – 
 
“The pronunciation of a feminine is always followed by either the feminine suffix 
'ta', or is in the form of irregular feminine plural such as Fa"laa, and Fa"laa'.” 

 
For this rule to fail, we need only read the following two verses:  

 
2:150  ...So that people will have (yakoona = masculine) no excuse 
(hujjatun = feminine by suffix 'ta') to dispute you.  
 

 
 
12:10  One of them said, "Do not kill Yusuf, and throw him down the 
bottom of the well; some voyager (alssayyarati = feminine by suffix 'ta') may pick 
him up (yaltaqithu = masculine), if you insist. 

Grammarians sought to find an excuse for 12:10, which did not abide by their rule 
(Rule Two), and so they  argued the suffix 'ta' is used for irregular plural to connote 
small numbers (where the regular plural form would represent large numbers). 
Nevertheless, we now know that the presence of the attached suffix 'ta' does not 
necessarily mean the term is feminine.  
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After discovering  that 'ta' does not have to connote small numbers as it does not 
connote femininity, we now understand that people have unjustly deemed the word 
"niswatun" (found in 12:30) to mean "women", and by that declaring it another plural 
form of untha.  

 

 

12:30  And women (niswatun = feminine) in the city said (qala = 
masculine), "the woman of Aziz is distracting her boy from himself, and he has 
stirred her passionately with love; we see her to be in great deviation." 
 
(Notice that, according to traditional rules, it should have read "qalat" (feminine) 
instead).  
 
Interpreters decided that Nisa' is the plural of untha, which lead them into believe that 
al-niswatu are naturally women. But the truth is, this verse does not speak of the 
small-numbered irregular plural (jam' al-qillah), but what would nowadays be 
considered a "minor" political party (compared with Al-Azeez) which involves 
members in strong attachment (inspired by the tied suffix 'ta'). This minor political 
wing seeks birth and exposure, as it is deeply interested in power fronts, thus is 
attempting to morally criticize the House of Azeez to accomplish its mission.  
 
The 'ta' in "imraatul–" is not 'tied' (such as the one in niswatun), but spread open (such 
as a normal 'ta' in the Arabic alphabet) as she (Imra'atul Azeez) belongs to the side of 
Al-Azeez. Additionally, the knife (sikkeen) in 12:31 is not a sharp object, as 
commonly believed, but it is closer to the meanings of sakan (home) and sakenah 
(tranquility; silence). The members were lead into a quite room where Imra'atul Azeez 
offered them what would keep them calm, such as pantry and amusement, awaiting 
the arrival of Yusuf.  Finally, when Yusuf interposed and engaged with them in 
conversations, they "cut off" their hands. Of course, it was not physical limb 
amputation, but the division of the niswatun union. 
 
Needless to say, I cannot finish off this point without first presenting the reader with 
Quran’s description of Al-Aziz’s wife, ...thy wickedness is grand. (12:28) 
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The verse does not make use of the word "kayd" (wickedness) to describe Imra'atul 
Azeez as evil because of her gender. It is instead discussing Al-Azeez as he accuses 
his wife/imra'ah or participating in overthrowing him. 

“–inna kaydakunna AAatheemun” 

The word 'kaydakunna' (meaning wickedness or machination) is clearly placed in a 
plural feminine tense. We can see letter "nun" there as well. Its function is to count 
the wife of Azeez along with al niswah. Al Azeez meant to accuse her of plotting 
against him in corporation with those niswah. Fortunately, the accusation Al Azeez 
projected on his wife is false, but at the same time, she was desperately trying to be 
loyal to Al Azeez while, at the same time, maintain the relationship between her and 
Yusuf whom she had fallen in love with. 

Now to return to our original topic, please read the following verses –  

 

 

 
 

50:10-11  The palm trees are tall and have sweet fruit, a gift to the 
worshipers, with we bring alive a dead village ((baldatan = feminine) (maytan = 
masculine)) – and such is resurrection.  

According to the current rules, baldatan (village) is feminine as a suffix 'ta' presents; 
thus, maytan should have been written in a feminine tense (also using the suffix 'ta', 
which makes it maytatan). Strangely, their rule perfectly fits in 34:15.  

34:15  [yusufali] There was, for Saba, aforetime, a Sign in their home-land 
- two Gardens to the right and to the left. "Eat of the Sustenance (provided) by your 
Lord, and be grateful to Him: a territory ((baldatun = feminine) (tayyibatun = 
feminine)) fair and happy, and a Lord Oft-Forgiving!  
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Naturally, defense pleas will start by claiming "maytan (50:11)" is an absolute object 
(mafu'l mtlaq) that's suffix 'ta' had been erased. Others will happily argue that 
"baldah" has been metaphorically feminized then estimated as "balad". However, 
none of the justifiers will ever go further into considering that letter alone may three-
letter base root, thus a single letter alone cannot hold any meaning. But alas! They 
failed to notice every Quranic sign or letter has its own hieroglyphic value.  
 
Kindly allow me to put aside the suffix 'ta' case study for only a moment so to 
properly present you with the partiality of man-made Arabic language rules. If we 
wish to fully read and understand Quran, we cannot ignore its structure, nor can we 
relay on the rules of our Fathers. If we were to conduct another quick search within 
the Quranic text, we would discover the occurrence of "balad" (and not "baldah"): 

  

2:126  [yusufali] And remember Abraham said: "My Lord, make this a City 
(baladan) of Peace… 
 

90:1  [yusufali] I do call to witness this City (albaladi);-  

These two examples help us understand that the suffix 'ta' has an assigned role in the 
Quran, such as any verse, phrase or tashkeel sign, and that it is not an indication of 
gender. In addition, every single thing we can perceive within Quran has a wider 
structural role; meaning every letter or character is in a particular position to serve a 
particular purpose, and that there are no such things as grammatical or morphological 
rules and approaches.  
 
Furthermore, if the suffix 'ta' were truly a sign of femininity, the term "zawjah" would 
have occurred in the Quran; especially when traditions claim Quranic speech is male-
addressed. For how can the Quran be male-addressed without categorizing family into 
a "zawj" who possesses consistency (qawamah) or dominance, and a "zawja" who 
should remain in acquiescence and obedience?  
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Rule Three – 

 
“Some names may be both masculine and feminine.” 

 
This is one of the most threatening rules of all intending to trap freedom of thought. 
Objectively speaking, every individual term must be either masculine, feminine or 
unisex.  
 

If Quran were a periodical historical book, it would have perused the surrounding 
language, meaning it would not contain one word being feminine and masculine at the 
same time. I, for instance, cannot present the word "research/bahth" as both feminine 
and masculine in the same document. Therefore, when the Quran gives an example of 
one word once being presented as masculine (balad) and later as feminine (baldah), 
we're forced to conduct a prolonged study. 
 

To explain this strange variation inside the Quran, we have quite a few choices. We 
can either believe that – 

1. The Quran, since the delivery of its vocabulary, has been appreciative to any 
widespread historical eras of terminology; for perhaps, some ancient stage of 
humanity included unisex terms only, and when later on, a new era arose, 
sorting terms into feminine or masculine. If so, the author of the Quran would 
know the historical complications arising from every age in the development 
of the Prophet's language. If we were to adopt this approach, we would be 
required to conduct studies impossible to carry out without analyzing the 
chronological stages of the Prophet's language, their methods of categorizing 
words into genders, and their political or social justifications. A dilemma 
remains: why would the author of the Quran, who does not only address the 
Prophet's ethnic group exclusively, include such incomprehensible details 
desperately calling out for an encyclopedia research? Or,  

2. The Quran may have been created using various dialects where some dialects 
would prefer presenting a certain term as feminine while other dialects would 
prefer presenting the same term as masculine. This would mean the author of 
Quran have been well-founded in each dialect and any details related to its 
constructions (if such may exist) or at least its basic rules. Even then, this 
author would be at fault since language mainly consists of phonetics which are 
not exposed to regular qiyas. The allegation of Prophet Muhammad being the 
author of the Quran is soon dismissed because of the previous point. My 
advice to those who may still question the authority of Quran is argue that it 
was composed by several authors across the entire historical time line. Or,  
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3. The Quran's structure must be unique, and that the rules of feminine/masculine 
were in fact fabricated by humans who in an attempt to relate between their 
tongues and the Quranic language, assuming the Quran was built of the same 
material their poets used. Of course, in this case, we are not obliged to work 
by their rules and regulations. We may as well shelve them as simple 
compositions or alternative interpretation methods.  

To prove my argument, I wish to present you with more evidence showing 
Grammarian's negligence of dissimilar or odd Quranic verses and their efforts to 
cover this up by what they call “the rules of exception” (ash-shudhudh) – 

 

7:43  ...Indeed did come (jaat = feminine) [the] Messengers (rusulu  
= masculine) of our Lord, bringing the truth… 

 

3:183  [yusufali]...Say: "There came (jaakum = plural feminine) to 
you messengers (rusulun  = masculine) before me, with clear Signs… 

 

5:32  [yusufali]...Then although there came to them (jaathum = 
plural feminine) Our messengers (rusuluna = masculine) with clear signs, yet, 
even… 

The word "rusul" (Messengers) is feminized in 7:43 and 5:32 although 
masculinized in 3:183 – and even though the word "ja'ahum" is the real masculine 
(instead of the feminine version used in 5:32) they continue to argue words in the 
irregular plural tense can be considered feminine whenever they feel like it!    
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To continue our example, we should also examine the following verses, showing 
us many Quranic terms categorized into one gender group while used with 
language tools indicating a belonging to the opposite gender – 

• Al Bayinat/Ja'ahum: 

» ...If ye backslide after the clear (Signs) (albayyinatu = feminine) 
have come to you (jaatkumu = feminine), then know that Allah is 
Exalted in Power, Wise. (2:209 – yusufali) 

» …and Clear Signs (albayyinatu = feminine) had come unto them 
(jaahumu = masculine)? But Allah guides not a people unjust. (3:86– 
yusufali) 

• Qawm/Kathaba: 

» The people (qawmu = masculine) of Noah have rejected (kaththabat 
= feminine) the messengers. (26:105 – yusufali) 

» But thy people (qawmuka = masculine) have rejected this 
(kaththaba = masculine), though it is the truth. Say: "Not mine is 
the responsibility for arranging your affairs; (6:66 – yusufali) 

• Ad-dalalah/Haqqat:  

» Some He hath guided: Others have (by their choice) deserved 
(haqqa = masculine) the loss of their way (error)… (alddalalatu = 
feminine) (7:30 – yusufali) 

» …and some on whom error (alddalalatu = feminine) became 
inevitably [established] (deserved) (haqqat = feminine). (16:36 – 
yusufali) 

• Sabeel/Hathihi: 

» Say thou: "This (hathihi = feminine (she/her)) is my way (sabeelee = 
masculine): I do invite unto Allah, on evidence clear as the seeing 
with one's eyes,- I and whoever follows me. Glory to Allah! and 
never will I join gods with Allah!" (12:108 – yusufali) 

» …and if they see the way (sabeela = masculine) of right conduct, 
they will not adopt it (him) as the way; but if they see the way 
(sabeela = masculine) of error, that is (him) the way they will adopt 
(yattakhithoohu = masculine). For they have rejected our signs, and 
failed to take warning from them. (7:146 – yusufali) 
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• Taghoot/bihi and biha: 

» Those who eschew Evil (alttaghoota = masculine),- and fall not into 
its worship (yaAAbudooha = feminine [worship HER]),- and turn to 
Allah (in repentance),- for them is Good News: so announce the 
Good News to My Servants,- (39:17 – yusufali) 

» Hast thou not turned Thy vision to those who declare that they 
believe in the revelations that have come to thee and to those before 
thee? Their (real) wish is to resort together for judgment (in their 
disputes) to the Evil One (alttaghooti = masculine), though they were 
ordered to reject him (bihi (him) = masculine). But Satan's wish is to 
lead them astray far away (from the right). (4:60 – yusufali) 

• Alsama' (feminine by the form of fa''laa'):  

» Whereon the sky (alssamao = feminine) will be cleft asunder 
(munfatirun bihi = masculine)? His Promise needs must be 
accomplished. (73:18 – yusufali) 

» When the sky (alssamao = feminine) is rent asunder (inshaqqat = 
feminine)… (54:1 – yusufali) 

• An'am/butunih(a): 

» And verily in cattle (alanAAami = feminine plural) [too] will ye 
find an instructive sign. From what is within their bodies 
(butoonihi = his bodies/bellies) between excretions and blood, We 
produce, for your drink, milk, pure and agreeable to those who 
drink it. (16:66 – yusufali) 

» And in cattle (alanAAami  = feminine) [too] ye have an instructive 
example: from within their bodies (butooniha = her bodies/bellies) 
We produce (milk) for you to drink; there are, in them, (besides), 
numerous (other) benefits for you; and of it (minha = from her) ye 
eat; (23:21 – yusufali) 

• Al Reeh (The Wind): 

» …as the like of a wind (reehin = masculine)  carrying inside itself 
(feeha = insider HER) a chill… (3:117) 

» …and a pleasant (tayyibatin = feminine) wind (bireehin = 
masculine) passed by them, they became happy, a storming 
(AAasifun = masculine) wind (tayyibatin = masculine) blew toward 
them, and the waves came from every place… (10:22)  
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• Ayah: 

» There has been (kana = masculine) sign (ayatun = feminine) for 
you… (3:13) 

» And no sign (ayatin = feminine) comes to them (tateehim = 
feminine)… (6:4) 

• Uswah/kana(t):  

» Indeed, there has been (kanat = feminine) a fine example (oswatun = 
feminine) for you… (60:4) 

» Indeed, there has been (kana = masculine) a fine example (oswatun = 
feminine) for you…(60:6) 
 

We cannot even be certain whether a masculine or feminine verb follows an 
irregular plural subject. What to do with the following passages? 

• Oh, Prophet! If the female believers (almuminatu  = feminine) come to 
you (jaaka = masculine)… (60:12) 

• They have "Obedience" on their lips; but when they leave thee, a section 
(taifatun = feminine) of them Meditate (bayyata = masculine) all night on 
things very different from what thou tellest them. (4:81 – yusufali) 

• The Aarab [aka. Bedouins] (alaAArabu = masculine) said (qalati = 
feminine)… (49:14) 

• … At length, when overwhelmed with the flood, he said: "I believe that 
there is no god except Him Whom the Children of Israel (banoo israeela = 
masculine) believed (amanat = feminine) in: I am of those who submit. 
(10:90 – yusufali) 

• This earthly life (alhayatu = feminine)  has been made alluring (zuyyina = 
masculine)  to those who reject… (2:212) 

• Their Salaat (salatuhum = feminine) at the House was (kana  = masculine) 
nothing but… (8:35) 
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Before moving to the next point, we should look further into the case of mala'ika (the 
Angels) to aid us in our research.  

• 3:42  And when the angels (subject) said (qalati = feminine)…  

• 38:73  [yusufali] So the angels (subject) prostrated  (fasajada = 
masculine) themselves, all of them together. 

• 3:39  And so, the angels (subject) called him (fanadathu  = 
feminine)…  

• 8:50  And if you would see the rejecters being departed 
(yatawaffa  = masculine; to be put to death) by the angels (subject) 
beating (yadriboona = masculine) their faces and hands.  

• 47:27  [yusufali] But how (will it be) when the angels (do) take 
their souls at death (tawaffathumu = feminine), and smiting (yadriboona  
= masculine) their faces and their backs?  

• In the case of those who say, "Our Lord is Allah", and, further, stand 
straight and steadfast, the angels (do) descend (tatanazzalu = feminine) on 
them (from time to time): "Fear ye not!" (they suggest), "Nor grieve! But 
receive the Glad Tidings of the Garden (of Bliss), the which ye were 
promised! (41:30 – yusufali) 

• 97:4  Therein come down (tanazzalu = feminine) the angels and the Spirit 
by Allah's permission, on every errand. 

The previous examples you have witnessed make it obvious that rules currently in use 
are free of any universality or secularism by considering the suffix tied 'ta' to be a tool 
of feminization. They drive us to realize the suffix 'ta' is far beyond metaphorical or 
phonetic levels, and that it is substantially connected to structural verbalism instead.  
Allah guarantees to us that the Angels are neither males nor females from a sexual 
approach, assuring the reader that the presence of 'ta' in "tatanazzalu" (97:4), "nadat" 
(3:39), or "tawaffat" (47:27) are not meant for feminization.  
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43:19-22  [yusufali] And they make into females angels who themselves 
serve Allah. Did they witness their creation? Their evidence will be recorded, and 
they will be called to account! ("Ah!") they say, "If it had been the will of (Allah) 
Most Gracious, we should not have worshipped such (deities)!" Of that they have 
no knowledge! they do nothing but lie! What! have We given them a Book before 
this, to which they are holding fast? Nay! they say: "We found our fathers 
following a certain religion, and we do guide ourselves by their footsteps." 

At this point, I have to mention that banat is not a plural of 'daughter', nor is baneen a 
plural of 'son' – this is because the pluralism here represents steps or stages instead of 
numbers. This will be explained further on.  

The term "baneen" can include both genders in its last letter; "nun". To accuse God of 
"reproducing" or creating females only is to say He is incapable of reproducing or 
creating males. You may not understand the latter statement unless you know that 
angels are the basic bricks of the construction of the dead world (Quarks, Leptons, 
and Bosons) and the living world (ammonic acids) and the presense of the XY pair in 
males to recognize an infant's sex. This is a proof that the creation of angels in the 
dead world is much more complicated. However, discussing such a subject at this 
point will only throw us off topic.    

The rule that may argue one specific term may be equally masculine or feminine is 
also another example of a partial, biased grammar; thus, it cannot be associated with 
the Quran. They believed that some gender categorization could happen in favor to 
metaphor or incorporeal values when the Quran does not work to such approaches. 
We should know that the Quran does not comprehend metaphorical, moral or 
materialistic gender categorizing systems. If a word can be categorized in both 
genders, then we direct a question to the grammarians, “why then are some words in 
the Quran categorized in one sex only (either male or female) with all verses, such as 
Al-Lisan/tongue (m), Al Jannah /heaven (f), Al Yad/hand (f), Al Ayn/eye (f)…etc?”  

Neglecting the rules of Grammarians is essential, as they are free of any collective 
value. However, this does not mean we are trying to degrade the tongue of Al-Jazeera 
Al-Arabiayh, or what may sometimes be referred to as the "Levant Tongue" or the 
"the faulty Arabic Tongue". Creating and updating grammar rules is doubtlessly 
essential for our development, but we should keep in mind that the Quran is the 
holder of the pure Arabic, and that human languages of any kind are always foreign 
(a'jamiyah). However, the language of our ancestors insists of presenting itself as 
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highly accurate through its various tools of deceiving (such as the rule of exception 
seen earlier). Grammar must be established after commutation begins (the 
revelation of Quran), and not before it (pre-Quranic poetry)  

 

This constant and strong presence of our Ancestors' language is preventing us from 
founding steady, regular and universal rules instead of the set we have between our 
hands at this moment. Humans may choose to name and categorize surroundings into 
genders influenced by phonetics, taste, or costumes. Any attempt to properly 
categorize these surroundings into genders will fail unless our tongue meets the 
universe's basic building bricks. Something we cannot and shall never be able to do.  

For example, Physicists' method of naming elementary particles was not part of a 
regular or clear system; neither were the Biologists' methods of naming the types of 
enzymes or Amino Acids. If we ever try to construct a regular law or rule by which 
these naming systems would abide, we would certainly have to explain any 
irregularities with exceptions. The absence of structure in human-made languages is 
mainly caused by their deficiency of knowledge concerning the universe. This human 
deficiency of ours is ceaseless, thus it is impossible for us to construct something 
similar or akin to the Quran. 

 

Rule Four — 

“Adjectives that are feminine do not contain a suffix 'ta' unless phonetic.” 
 
For example, the Quranic word "thayb" (66:5) was deemed feminine because it was 
related to the description of a divorced woman, making it an incorporeal feminine 
term. They slyly added "unless phonetic" to the rule as any partial and narrow law 
would require a good defense.  
 
Linguistics should have completely separated between researching the Quran or Torah 
as a revelation theory and between studying people's tongues in rules and structures –
people have always been pretending their tongues and accents are the language of the 
Heavens, leading interpreters into great confusion. 

The exceptions people listed under the excuse "unless phonetic" is the destruction of 
their originally created rules. For example, we find no reason why the term "murdi" 
(breast-feeder; incorporeally feminine) does not exist in the Quran. Instead, we find 
the word "murdi'atun" (22:2). If Rule Four was true, there would have been no need 
for a suffix 'ta' to make "murdi" feminine, since it would naturally be feminine as it is 
connected to breast-feeding. To be objective in our study, we must carefully assess 
why each Quranic term is as it is and why it is not presented to us in any alternative 
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way. As long as we may hide behind justifications, our analysis will be no more than 
guess work. 

 

 

A new example for us to study:  

 

7:56    And do not do mischief in the Earth after its reformation, and call 
on Him with fear and desire. Indeed, Allah's Mercy (rahmata = feminine) is near 
(qareebun = masculine; no suffix 'ta') to the good-doers. 

We would naturally assume "qareebun" is either a typographical error or that the 
earlier writers (who must have copied and recorded the Quran) made a misprint and 
accidentally dropped the suffix 'ta'. I am quite positive that if "qareebun" was not 
missing a suffix 'ta', no one would have complained. Let me simply add that if we are 
to study the Quran with the grammar of our ancestors, we will remain trapped in their 
era, even if we owned satellites or managed to explode atoms.   

When we read the excuses these grammarians use to justify this "misprint", we 
wonder if these people are true believers in the Quran or if they are but employees 
awaiting their monthly payment, so they dedicate their time to justify the "error" of 
their administrator. It's almost as if God fell in fault, and as He is the owner of 
Judgment Day, it would be essential to defend His errors so to be admitted into 
Heaven!  
 
If my memory serves me well, their justification for this "error" is that "qareebun" is 
an adjective of an erased (mahthuf) masculine adjective, and the sentence's 
estimation is, “Indeed, the mercy (rahmata = feminine) of Allah is a thing (amr = 
masculine) near (qareebun).”  

Could it be possible that anyone who advertises such nonsense truly believes that 
Allah's Word is firm and secured (muhkam)? 
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But that is not all, for our sharp ancestors have attempted to make another justification 
that is easier to digest. They argue that, “the incorporeal feminine (rahmatun) may be 
described with a masculine adjective (qareebun) or even feminized (qarebatun)”, 
making both gender categories permissible. But why? Here is their justification! A 
quote from one of Imru' Al Qyas' ancient poems –  

 

“Woe to him if he enters evening (when) the mother of Hashim (ummu hashimin; 
feminine) is near (qareebun; masculine), and neither —” 
 —Taken from the poem “sama laki shawqun” by Imru' Al Qays 

Of course, the Quran would not have been genuine if it was not for these poetic 
verses! Thank God Imru' Al Qays came to save the Quran for error and mistake!  

These poor fellows have made the Quran a follower of their society's language, a 
language they can easily change whenever they feel like it, causing the Quranic rules 
to collapse. If these people would have read the verse (7:56) carefully, they would 
have known this Mercy of Allah cannot be near if it has not arrived yet; for what 
breads Mercy in 7:56 is Ihsan (doing good deeds), hence the feminization. As the 
female is biologically capable of pregnancy and giving birth, this idea needs to be 
"taken in" first to develop into a new-born "result".   

 

Rule Five – 

“The plural is a word representing the presence of three or more elements. It is 
demonstrated by a suffix (such as "katibun", "kafirun" or "munafiqat") or by a 
change in its structure/tense (such as "rajul, rijal" or "alim, ulama'"). Pluralism 
can be divided into two categories, 

1.  Regular Plural —This is where the plural form of a word is reserved in 
structure beside a specific suffix attached to it, depending on the tense. If the 
word is masculine, this suffix is either waw and nun (–un) or ya and nun (–
in) (such as alimun and alimin). If the word is feminine, the suffix is alif 
and ta (–at), (such as munafiqat), forming a regular feminine plural. 

2. Irregular Plural — When the entire structure and order of letters of the 
word is changed in order to form a plural (such as Kitab -» kutub).” 
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Rule Five does not end there, as there are several exceptions found within the rule 
itself:  

1. Whatever word contains the suffix 'ta' is pluralized in the REGULAR form, 
except for the following: Imra'a/woman, Amah/slave girl, Millah/religious 
ways, and Ummah/nation, because their plurals are Nisa', Ima', and Ummam. 

2. The plurals of Salat and Zakat are "Salawaat" and "Zakawaat" except for 
Hayat (life) – the plural of Hayat is "Hayawan". 

Objectively speaking, the Quran does not have grammar rules in the classic meaning, 
but its basics lie within structure. An impartial rule would say that these "exceptions" 
are but greater, more complicated yet undiscovered rules.  
 
For your knowledge, the dual is a type of plural when the group consists of two 
elements only. This dual is indicated by the suffix "in" or "an" – both suffix forms end 
with the letter nun (refer to page [1] for the shape of nun in Arabic). If we were to 
study the hieroglyphy of this "nun", we would imagine a bowl holding tight to what is 
inside it (since the edges or walls of "nun" are enclosed). We would also imagine this 
bowl to allow anything to enter yet never allow it to escape; connoting "bearing" and 
"containing".  

As for "mercy" (or rahmatah) in 7:56, we notice it actually is the word "womb" with a 
spread 'ta' added to it (kindly refer to page [1] again, as the 'ta' is written differently 
than the usual suffix 'ta'), characterizing this womb/rahm as open, widespread and 
ready to give birth (handing out the product of our labor).  
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As for what grammarians call "irregular plural" – below is a list that contains Quranic 
words present in both, regular and irregular, plural tenses. This is only another proof 
of the Quranic structure. 

• Kafirun/Kafirin in 2:102, 3:100, or 43:30 VS. Kuffar 2:161 or 3:9. 

• Nabiyun/Nabiyin in 39:69, 33:40, or 19:50 VS. Anbiya' in 5:20 or 2:91. 

• Sajudun/Sajidin in 7:120, 12:4, or 15:29 VS. Sujjadd in 25:64, 17:107, or 
12:100.  

• Raki'un/Raki'in in 5:55, 9:112, and 2:43 VS Rukka'' in 22:26 or 48:29.  

• Ghurufat in 34:37 VS Ghuraf in 39:20, 2:249 or 29:58.  

• Sahirun/Sahirin in 10:77 VS. Saharra in 26:46, 7:120, or 10:80. 

• Uyyun in 26:134, 15:45 or 36:34 VS. Ayun in 54:14, 54:37 or 32:17.  

• Mayetun/Mayetin in 39:30 or 37:58 VS. Mawta in 75:40, 3:73 or 41:39.  

• Warithun/Warithin in 23:10, 21:89 or 28:58 VS. Warathah in 26:85.  

• Qa'idun/Qa'idin in 5:24 or 4:95 VS. Qawa'id in 2:127, 16:26 or 24:60.  

• Baqarat in 12:43 and 12:46 VS. Baqar in 2:70, 6:144 or 6:146. 

To justify the various uses of regular and irregular plural of the same word in the 
Quran, grammarians invented the concepts of "jam' al qillah" and "jam' al 
kathra". Roughly speaking, and as we have seen before "jam' al qillah" would 
indicate a plural of small numbers (that are still three or above), and "jam' al kathra" 
would indicate numbers in tens, hundreds or more.  

Additionally, they teach that "jam' al qillah" is found in the same structure of the word 
fi'l as "af'ul, af'aal, af'ila, and fi'lah", also assuring us that "fi'lah" is only phonetic that 
cannot be measured or considered of this kind of plural, but instead, a collective noun 
[ism jam']. * 

Some examples of "jam' al kathra" can be summed up in the following extractions: 
fu'l, fu'ul, fu'al, fi'al, fu'latun, fa'alatun, fa'laa, fi'alatun, fu''al, fu''aal, fi'aal, fu''uul, 
fi'laan, fu'laan, fu'alaa', af'alaa'. * 

(*Every single apostrophe represents one of letter ayn. Two successive apostrophes 
present the presence of "shadda" or "duplicated letters".) 

Rule Five is clearly uneven. It gives us no clear reason behind its peculiar tenses. If 
we believe in the Quran as the true revelation, we should also believe that any words 
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not included within it do not exist in reality. This point has never been a subject of 
research or used to further determine the Quranic Structure basics.  

For instance, we fail to understand why such words as 'Alimat (female scientists)' or 
'Kafirat (female disbelievers)' do not exist in the Quran. We're also oblivious when it 
comes to terms that were found to have no singular form in the Quran, such as nahl 
(bees), nakheel (date trees), a'naaq (necks), and other words which had no plural 
form, such as hayraan (confused) and naseeb (share). 

The Quran is solely constructed of a certain structure or configuration. Structure is an 
open field for us to construct reading laws that are transcending and impartial (or 
secular) by nature. 

People who start learning the Arabic language as a second of third language are often 
perplexed by the massive amount of grammar rules, its various complications, and the 
difficulty or memorizing it. This is because language has been transformed into a 
forbidden temple. Only those who learn its rules by heart and do not ask for 
explanations are allowed inside. These rules being free of regularity makes it 
impossible to properly comprehend any Arabic writings.  

As we have seen earlier, the rules or plural are free of structure. For example, 
according to the traditional rules, the singular of "sha'b (people)" or "qawm (nation)" 
is imra'a and mar'; the singular of nisa' is imra'a; the singular of "khayl (steed)" is 
"faras"; the singular of "ibl (camels)" is "jamal" or "naqah"; and finally, the singular 
of "ghanam (sheep)" or "dha'n" is "shah". 

These claims cannot be factual since a different root word implies a different concept. 
For example, our ancestors consider "qawm" to be a collective noun as it can also be 
pluralized into "aqwam" although neither it nor "sha'b", nor even "qabilah", were 
found in the Quran. Their deep interest in qiyas (deductive analogy between Quran 
and Hadith) lead them into advertising a language not even present in our Quran, and 
as we have said earlier: words that do not exist in the Quran do not exist in "Arabic".  

Back to regular feminine plural, we need to pay close attention so Quranic 
expressions such as "almuslimeena walmuslimati or "walmu'mineena 
walmu'minati" which can be found side by side in the same Quranic verse (33:35). 
These phrases all occur in the same verse, which means that the masculine plural 
cannot excel or contain feminine plural, meaning it does not abide by the law they 
named "al taghleeb". For, if masculine plural was really able to alternate or fill in for 
feminine plural, we would not find verses such as 33:35.  
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33:35  Indeed, almuslimeena (the male submitters) and muslimati (the 
female submitters) almumineena (the male believers) and almuminati (the female 
believers) and alqaniteena (the submitting males) and alqanitati (the submitting 
females) and alssadiqeena (the truthful males) and alssadiqati  (the truthful 
females) and alssabireena (the patient males) and alssabirati (the patient females) 
and alkhashiAAeena (the humble males) and  alkhashiAAati (the humble females) 
and almutasaddiqeena (the charitable males) and almutasaddiqati (the charitable 
females) and assaimeena (the abstaining males) and assaimati (the abstaining 
females) and hafitheena (the males who guard) their private parts and alhafithati 
(the female ones) alththakireena (the males mentioning) of Allah frequently, and 
alththakirati (the female ones), [are those who] Allah has prepared pardon and a 
great reward. 

Of course, to escape this dilemma, our ancestors have decided that 33:35 is addressed 
to both men and women (although they earlier claimed that a mention of men is 
enough to include both men and women since masculine nouns would outclass 
feminine ones). The most intelligent of them concluded that females are only 
accounted for if they have evidence attached, such as 33:35.  

I quote Ibn Taymiya al-Warrānī reply to the different interpretations of the verse under 
examination, “There remains no conflict between these opinions, as commandments, 
promises and threats in the Quran are addressed to both sexes, even referred to with 
masculine verbs or nouns only.” 

Here we finally see a confession of a woman's rights in Islam, and that the Heavens 
address females the same as they address males, even if so poorly explained.  
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The truth is, the verse is not a call for gender equality, but a call of assurance. The 
repeated "nun" (in masculine plural-form words) give meanings of wholly carrying or 
containing, while the repeated 'ta' (in feminine plural-form words) connote pushing 
out the new-born ones, meaning that those of higher rank and those of lower rank will 
both have a great reward awaiting them.  

This is why we find no feminine 'ta' in 60:10: 
 
60:10  Oh you who have believed, if the almuminatu (female believers) 
come to you (jaakumu = masculine), then…  

This is because "entering" faith is not only by "coming" to other believers or joining 
them, but it's the start of it. Hence, these "muminatu" are still new-borns (or toddlers) 
in the field of faith.  

What would assure as further that the theory arguing it is acceptable for an 
incorporeal masculine plural noun to have either a singular OR plural feminine 
adjective attached to it, does not mention why. 

Here is an example: 

2:184  Few days [ayyaman maAAdoodatin = plural]… 

2:203  And mention Allah in few days [fee ayyamin maAAdoodatin = 
plural]… 

3:24  That is because they said, "the Fire won't touch us except for a few 
days [ayyaman maAAdoodatin = plural]… 
 

2:80  And they said, the Fire won't touch us except for a few days 
[ayyaman maAAdoodatan = singular]… 
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Interpreters have excessively attempted to justify the existence of "ayyaman 
maAadoodatan" (singluar) in 2:80 using various methods. For example, Ar Rāzī stated 
in his book, "Mafatih al Ghayb", that "ayyaman maduduat (plural)" was presented in 
the Quran in its unoriginal form, while "ayyaman ma'dudah (singular)" was presented 
in the original form. I feel obliged to ask him what is "original" and what is 
"unoriginal", because the plural form occurred three times in the Quran, while that 
"original" singular form occurred only once!  

It should have been enough (and less embarrassing) for him to have noticed the "alif" 
in the plural version of our word to present separation and division (such as the 
example of Musa and Harun previously discussed), and that the suffix 'ta' was to 
present the succession of those days, meaning the other days were not necessarily in a 
series. 

The holy Quran knows no such thing as feminine and masculine words. It's important 
for Muslims to realize that the Quran's structure cannot be decoded using the slang 
Arab tongues. Any terms within the Quran are constructed from single letters before 
being constructed of three-letter base roots.  
 
If the Quran was given to us in a unknown language, it would have been much more 
difficult to decipher it. Instead, it has been made easier for us – it is open to a 
language humans speak and practice: Arabic. What Arab grammarians may see as 
"exceptions" in the Quran, and what the average reader would see as a "misprint", are 
actually the hints and doors into unveiling the Quran's real structure. 

The same thing happens with Nature every day. What people may imagine as the 
supernatural are actually natural phenomena awaiting discovery, leading to major 
scientific evolutions once explained.  

Quran is the "tanzeel" or bringing down/alive of the Book [Al Kitab]. It has been 
designed the same way as the Universe. The Universe is a great tutor leading mankind 
into new eras  in a constant transcendence. It is by knowledge accumulation that we 
rise up as civilized nations. Such is the Quran: shaped by God in the same was as this 
universe, an endless "course book" for us to learn.  

Human languages have their own laws, regulations and systems. However, these 
systems are never perfect. Languages have been manufactured in need for 
communication – these languages never remain stable nor faultless. The Quran's 
language is pure since it is a direct mirroring of the basic building units of our 
Universe. Any interpretations of it will always be opinionated, even if only slightly.  
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Let us now consider a new example: 

  

 

2:58  And when we said, "enter this town and so eat from it wherever you 
want in abundance, and enter the gate in compliance, and say "repentance", we 
(will) forgive you your sins [khaRāyākum = masculine] and we will exceed (in 
reward) for the doers of good.  

7:161  And if it is said to them, "Reside in this town and eat from it from 
wherever you choose, and say "repentance", and enter the gates in compliance, we 
(will) forgive you your sins [khateeatikum = feminine] and we will exceed (in 
reward) for the doers of good. 

The speech in 7:161 and 2:58 is addressed to the same people although we find the 
word "sins" written in two different formats: khataya and khateeat. The best of 
traditional excuses refutes that, “one format connotes a smaller number of sins than 
the other.” Have you noticed the way both words were written?  

2:58  khaKāyākum: khat – a – y – a – kum 

7:161 khateeatikum: khaty – 'a – a – tikum 

It is critical to notice that the ya in khataya (2:58) indicates acts committed on 
purpose, as the ya would connote stretching our one's hands to grasp or bring out sin, 
while khati'aat (7:161) indicates errors or mistakes naturally produced through effort 
or labor. The presence of alif in both words signifies that these sins could happen at 
any time (and not constantly, but at stages of time).  

 

http://corpus.quran.com/qurandictionary.jsp?root=xTA#%282:58:18%29
http://corpus.quran.com/qurandictionary.jsp?root=xTA#%282:58:18%29
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The idea of the suffix "at" (not 'ta' – traditionally used for regular feminine plurals) 
can be seen in the following: ash-shahawaat (temptations), as-salawaat ("prayers"), 
and al-khutuat (steps). Shahawaat are produced (or reproduced) from previous 
temptations, and Salwaaat are reproduced from previous prayers. This production 
process is an endless wheel. This is not the result of studying Arabic plurals, 
exceptions or al qiyas, but of analyzing the basic building units of the Quranic 
Tongue, which are the individual letters. There may also be an even smaller building 
unit that we have not yet perceived through our limited senses.  

In order to understand further, we are obliged to make a stop at the story of Maryam, 
the saint [as-siddiqa]:  

 

66:12  And Maryam, the daughter (innata = feminine) of Imraan who had 
guarded her chastity (farjaha = feminine), so we blew life into it from our spirit – 
and she believed [saddaqat = feminine] in the words of her Lord and His books, and 
she was one of the pious [alqaniteen = masculine]. 

Here, it becomes clear to us that the female Maryam has been counted along with the 
pious men (alqaniteen). However, and as I have demonstrated before, this is a 
structural issue: the "in" signifies a plural or grouping that is on a higher level than the 
plural of "at" in our "bowl (the nun)" awaiting the content to be placed inside it. 
Suffix "at" (and not 'ta') denotes something still looking forward to being 
"produced/born" in order to be admitted inside our bowl-shaped nun.  

We can make the same observation if we display the verses on Imra'at Al Azeez – 

  

12:29  Yusuf, shun from this – and seek forgiveness (istaghfiree = 
feminine) [speaking to imra'at al azeez] for your sin. Indeed, you have been one of 
the sinful (alkhati-een = masculine).  

If the dear reader has not yet been convinced of the divinity of the Quranic 
manuscript, and that it is infallible and independent, then my advice is to notice all the 
verses concluded by the letter "ya" which we pronounce anyway are the ones missing 
it (such as 3:50, 26:108, 2:41, 23:52, the middle of 3:175, and many others).  
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The word "istaghfiri" (meaning to seek forgiveness, or repent) found in 12:29 is 
pronounced as if its last letter was "ya" when it is not. It's actually written in the 
second type of alif [al alif al mamdudah]. The reason behind this unique lettering is 
that (as we have said earlier) "ya" connotes the stretched out hands, ready to perform 
a certain action or practice within the concept of the word. Here, the sin seems to have 
been committed unintentionally or without making an actual effort to commit it. 

Astonishingly, we find the same example when it comes to the Queen of Sheba:  

 
27:43  And (it) has diverted her: (that) which she used to serve/worship 
(ta'budu = feminine) without Allah – indeed, she was from a people (who were) 
disbelievers (kafireena = masculine). 

The letter 'ta' has its own dimensional value – it represents a womb ready to receive 
(tied) to push out (spread, refer to page [1]) a newborn. This is because the female is 
naturally and biologically prepared for pregnancy, and this 'ta' is not limited to human 
females, but holds a meaning or value like every other letter, digit or tashkeel sign in 
the Quran.  

We also need to discuss the theory of "al taghleeb" which initially states that 
masculine words in the Quran include, within them, the meaning of femininity, 
meaning that "kafirun", for example, would be sufficient to abridge itself and the 
feminine version of it (kafirat)  in one word only, which is always the masculine one. 
However, Scholars are given the right to decided which words do follow the rule of 
"al taghleeb" and which do not!   

This analysis of gender roles in the Quran went far enough for these "Quranic" 
grammarians to issue a rule stating that,  “the metaphorical (or incorporeal) "aqel" 
(creatures which possess intelligence; humans) are masculine while "non-aqel" ones 
are feminine.”  
 
Luckily, we are not forced to believe or uphold the writings (or fabrications, to be 
more accurate) of our ancient ancestors, especially when it is easy to refute such a rule 
as the one mentioned above. Although this rule may fit in 27:18, where the ant (an 
obvious non-aqel, although it spoke!) was feminized, it cannot hold in 21:63, where 
the pagan idols, called "al asnam" (another obvious non-aqel) were presented in the 
masculine format. 

Another strange grammar rule issued by our ancestors states that, “It is permissible to 
feminize a verb if the subject in the sentence is a metaphorical feminine when an 'atif 
(by the 'atf tool, such as "waw al 'atf") was imposed on it by another subject that is 
necessarily masculine.” 
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This specific rule was inscribed because the original rules could not survive verses 
and phrases such as 2:255:8-12, 3:65:7-10, 5:3:1-6, 10:57:4-11, 24:37:1-9, and 
48:11:6-8 (kindly use corpus.quran.com to view each phrase individually).  

In spite of such grammatical inventions that may have fit in the verses above, the 
Quran returns to knock another impartial rule down by the help of 75:9 which is a 
complete contradiction with the rules imposed to the verses above (2:255:8-12, 
3:65:7-10, 5:3:1-6, 10:57:4-11, 24:37:1-9, and 48:11:6-8): 
 
For example, 

  
24:37  Men (rijalun = masculine) who are not distracted by (tulheehim = 
feminine; referring to the trade and sale) any trade (tijaratun = feminine; by 
suffix 'ta') nor sale (bayAAun = masculine) from the Dhikr of Allah…  
 
75:9  And gathered (jumiAAa = masculine) have been the sun 
(ashshamsu = feminine)  and the moon (alqamaru = masculine).* 
 
(*Notice that "gathered" in 75:9 mirrors "men" in 24:37 and all the subjects in 
2:255:8-12, 3:65:7-10, 5:3:1-6, 10:57:4-11, and 48:11:6-8). 

 
Can you not see this large amount of manipulation? Each newly invented rule is 
followed by its exceptions, followed by further exceptions of the exception and so on!  

Rule Six — 

 A verb can be feminine if the subject was a masculine irregular plural.  

These rules may be applied perfectly in the following verses:  

Then your hearts turned hard… 
Thumma qasat (f) quloobukum (m)… 
(2:74) 

–And so those whose work were dismissed... 
–faolaika habitat (f) aAAmaluhum (m)… 
(2:217) 

–And the ways were cut between them... 
–wataqattaAAat (f) bihimu alasbabu (m)… 
(2:166) 
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–Rivers flow beneath it…   
–tajree (f) min tahtiha alanharu (m)…   
(2:266) 

The Heavens could almost burst…  
Takadu (f) alssamawatu (f) yatafattarna (m)…   
(19:90) 

However, can anyone justify the following?  

–Should we believe as the fools have believed?  
–anuminu kama amana (m) alssufahao (m)? 
(2:13) 

–Even if their fathers are ones who do not percieve anything and do not get 
guided?  
–awalaw kana (m) abaohum (m) la yaAAqiloona shayan wala yahtadoona  
(2:170)  

–And of rocks are those which of rivers burst out… 
–wainna mina alhijarati (m) lama yatafajjaru (m) minhu alanharu… 
(2:74) 

Moreover, what to do with these examples where the verb is masculine although the 
subject is feminine?  

–Indeed, the good deeds erase the bad deeds… 
–inna alhasanati (f) yuthhibna (m) alssayyiati... 
(11:114)  

–And the mothers breastfeed their children... 
–Waalwalidatu (f) yurdiAAna (m) awladahunna… 
(2:233) 

And do not be as those who divided and disputed among themselves after the 
clear signs have come to them… 
Wala takoonoo kaallatheena tafarraqoo waikhtalafoo min baAAdi ma jaahumu 
(m) albayyinatu (f)…  
(3:105) 
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The Pronouns  
 
Although this article was deliberately lengthy, I cannot but conclude it with paying 
additional attention to what grammarians designate as "the pronouns" to point out the 
dangers of studying the Quran with impartial grammar rules. 

Anyone who has been properly educated in Arabic language at any secondary school 
doubtlessly knows the pronoun. They are as follows –  

Arabic English 

ANA 
unisex 

hamza-nun-alif 
I 

ANTA / ANTI 
masculine / feminine 

hamza-nun-ta (difference in tashkeel forms different 
pronunciations) 

You 
(Singular) 

HUWA / HEYA 
masculine / feminine 

ha-waw / ha-ya 
Him / Her 

HUMA 
dual form, unisex  

ha-miim-alif 
They 

HUM / HUNN(A) 
masculine / feminine 

ha-miim / ha-nun 
They (Them) 

ANTUMA 
dual form  

hamza-nun-ta-miim-alif 
You 

ANTUM / ANTUNNA 
masculine / feminine 

Plural You 

NAHNU 
unisex 

We (Us) 
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As you can see in the table, femininity (or gender classification) is neglected when 
dealing with the ana, huma, antuma, and nahnu. The pronoun "ana" is unisex, as 
you can easily spot in the following verses:  
 
11:72   She said, "Alas for me! Shall I give birth when I (ana) am old, and 
here is my husband, progressed in age? Indeed, this is an unusual thing!"  

12:51  –The Imra'a of Al-Azeez said, "The truth is now obvious; I (ana) 
distracted him from himself, and indeed, he is one of the truthful." 

If we are to look closer, we would notice the lucid absence of the feminine pronoun 
"anti" in the Qursn (do not forget that the singular "you" in Arabic comes in a pair, 
one for each sex: anta & anti).. If we are to take another close look at the contexts, we 
will also notice the manifest absence of "antunna".  
 
The structure of the Quran is what caused the absence of "anti", as the tashkeel sign of 
kaser (which changes the pronunciation from ant(a) into ant(i)) connotes invisibility 
or disguise. If we consider "anta" to be limited to males, the female essence would be 
hidden or disguised within the universe.  

If we ponder deep enough, we will also notice the pronoun "antuma" occurred only 
once, as you can read below: 
 

 

28:35  He said, "we shall strengthen your arm through your brother, and 
produce for you great authority, so they do not reach to you two (ilaykuma).You 
(antuma = "you" in dual form) with our signs, and whoever follows you are the 
conquerors.  
 

We find the same result when it comes to "huma":  
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46:17  And him who said to his parents, "Uff (a sound to show dejection 
regarding something) to you! Do you promise me to be resurrected when the 
generations before me have passed?" and they are (huma = "they" in dual form) 
imploring help of Allah, "Woe to you! Believe, for Allah's promise is certain!" 
Thus, he says, "These are but the legends of old!" 

Both dual forms "huma & antuma" were only mentioned once each – we find 
"antuma" referring to Musa and Harun (28:35) in the addressee (mukhatab) form 
[where you would be speaking to a specific person or persons], and "huma" referring 
to Nuh and his wife/zawj in the absent (gha'eb) form [where you would be speaking 
about a specific person or persons when they are not present]. The reader may notice I 
am using terms grammarians use to categorize pronouns, but that is only to stay 
within the limits of our topic and avoid complications. 
 
We will notice that the suffix "ma" has to be attached to "ant" to create the dual form 
‘antuma’. In addition, we can notice that adding the prefix "ha" to the "ma" will 
create the other dual form; ‘huma’.  
 
The letter "miim" in the Quran carries meanings such as infusing life into an object. 
The letter "alif" carries the meaning of differentiation between two things. For 
example, Musa and Harun were two individuals, and not one. This is why the "alif" 
was added to the end of "antuma". The same "alif" was added to the end of "huma" to 
show the presence of Nuh and his wife/zawj.  
 
Since Harun and Musa were profoundly indulged in receiving the message just as Nuh 
and his wife/zawj were profoundly indulged in the birth of their son, "resurrecting" 
these parties into a new life, causing the "miim" to appear in our context.  

By now, we should also have noticed the absence of "ya" and "waw" in "huma" (and 
the appearance of the tashkeel tools "kasra (small ya)" and "damma (small waw)") 
Why were these words not presented by the two non-existing terms ‘huuma/hiima’ 
(which would have included the letter 'waw' instead of the damma, and the letter 'ya' 
instead of kasra) to be the dual forms of "huwa/heya"? This is only another proof of a 
Quranic structure. If we had read "huuma" (ha-waw-miim-alif) instead of the original 
UNISEX "huma", we would have considered both individuals to be male. If we had 
read "hiima" (ha-ya-miim-alif), we would have considered both individuals to be 
female. The truth is, huma was given to two social gatherings – one consists of two 
males (Musa and Harun), and the other consists of a male and a female: Nuh and his 
wife/zawj.  
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The reader may say that the occurrence of "huma" is because, in Nuh's story, the 
"huma" was referring to a pair of genders (since in plural forms, what applies to an 
all-male group of elements equally applies to a group of gender-mixed elements as 
well; this however does not work with all-female elements). If so, dear reader, then 
how did the grammarians claim that the masculine outclasses the feminine in the 
Quran? If this claim was authentic, it would have been enough to say "huuma" (our 
imaginary all-male version of "huma" that thus would work for gender-mixed groups 
as well) and justify this use by the presence of one male being enough.  
 
What may also be quite peculiar within the Quran is the occurrence of those two 
pronouns (huma and antuma) only once as if it means to respect the averagely 
educated masses of people and their knowledge limits so not to confuse them.  

To unveil more of truth, we shall examine "hum/hunna". According to traditions, hum 
is the plural masculine pronoun "they", and hunna is the plural feminine pronoun 
"they". Traditional grammar rules also argue (as we have seen earlier) that the 
masculine pronouns outclass the feminine ones, meaning that "hum" is enough to 
contain a crowd of only males or a gender mix, while "hunna" can only refer to a 
crowd consisting of all-female persons (which must be three or above in both cases). 
This, of course, is baseless, and a mere reflection of the male-established social 
standards.  

 

3:7   He who has sent down to you (AAalayka = singular) the Book, of it 
are clear signs (minhu ayatun muhkamatun = feminine) that are THE MOTHER 
of the Book (hunna OMMU alkitabi), and others that are akin. So, those who 
have deviation in their hearts follow what is akin of it seeking disorder and 
seeking to interpret it; no one knows its interpretation beside Allah and those 
who are well-established in knowledge – they say, "we have believed in it, all is 
from our Lord," and only those of reason can bring it out.  
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Within the context of 3:7, we come to comprehend the superb enunciation of the 
Quran. Those "clear signs/verses" are the basic building units of Quran, which are the 
means to production (maternity). The pronoun "hunna" is used as an expression of all 
these basic building units without discrimination; for the Quran's letters are its clear 
building units. These letters should include every digit, sign, punctuation mark, or 
means of tashkeel. From these various digits, we come to form words. From these 
words and terms, we form verses. From these verses, we form full chapters (suwar). 
Finally, from these chapters, we form the Quran: 
 

 
39:23  Allah has sent down the best Hadith: a book akin and duplicated 
(mathaniya). The skins of those who fear Allah shiver because of it, and then 
their skins and minds soften to the Dhikr of Allah. This is the guidance of Allah, 
He guides with it whom He wills; and whomever Allah deludes has no one to 
guide him.  

 The entire Quran is akin (or mutashabih) meaning that not one passage within it does 
not abide by the accumulation of knowledge. Thus, these "clear signs/verses" are a 
mother to the Kitab. The mother is who carries to bear, and as we have stated 
numerous times before, the "nun" in "hunna" does not represent femininity, but 
represents the ability to contain.   
 
As it's known, the female human is the one to receive semen from the male to sustain 
it. The "nun" that is found added in "hunna" to pluralize a group of all-females is the 
same "nun" that holds the concept of bearing or containing.  
 
If the letter "nun" were truly a tool of feminizing, then the occurrence of "nun" at the 
end of a verse would necessarily force us to consider the word feminine. As you can 
surely remember, dear reader, any structural law presented must be secular and must 
remain intact no matter what phrases, words, or linguistic arrangement we may use in 
order to test it. 
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To learn more, allow me to put forward the following verses:  

 
39:38  And when you asked them (saaltahum = masculine plural) who 
created the Heavens and the earth, they will say (layaqoolunna - notice the 
"nun", making the speaker a group (of three or more) of females), "Allah!" Say, 
"Indeed, do you see what you worship without Allah? If Allah wished harm with 
me, are they (hunna) to lift (kashifatu = feminine) up His harm? Or, if He wished 
mercy with me, are they (hunna) to capture (mumsikatu = feminine) His 
mercy?" Say, "Allah is sufficient for me. In Him trust those who are trusting."  

No human can argue that those who are worshiped or served beside Allah are a group 
of females, but those Islamic Priests are well recognized in presenting us with forced 
readings in order to conceal the true Quranic meaning.  

At this point, we shall learn about their greatest rule of all: the estimation of al-
mahdhufat or "the erased ones" to fill out supposed blanks within the Quranic text. 
Grammarians considered "hunna" to be referring to Manat, Al Lat, and Al Uza 
(names of pagan gods or idols) that which they labeled "feminine". Nonetheless, 
39:38 is simply saying, “None that you worship beside Allah, without exception, can 
help you avoid harm or cheat Karma.” The "nun" in "hunna" plainly connotes 
holding and containing.  
 
If we read further into the verse, we will notice the earth and Heavens were also 
referred to using "hunna". Grammarians would typically claim any similar example 
should include "hum" (or some other masculine pronoun) instead to express the 
strength of challenge (such as the one in 39:38).   
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Anyone who may still harbor doubt regarding the Quranic Structure concept 
presented within this article (or still views it as an alien idea) should consider the 
typescript in which these verses are presented to us. The "nun" in the "hunna" 
attached to the dhur (or harm) is tight and almost closed, while the "nun" in the 
"hunna" attached to the meaning of rahmah (or mercy) is spread wide open. That is 
because He who is capable of depriving us of mercy can do so perfectly, not allowing 
even the slightest amount of mercy to escape. 

 

This verse obliges the well-known and widely practiced theories of categorizing 
"hunna" as a feminine pronoun for the absent into tumbling down. "Hunna" is neither 
for feminizing, nor for speaking of absent elements – instead, it is to illustrate the 
meaning of "nun" using different typescripts.  

Empathetically, the best way to ignite the Quranic genuineness in every verse that 
may appear contradicting, in error or simply irredeemable is to deliver to you the 
actual, real concepts: 
 

 
11:78  And his people came to him rushing and they had earlier been 
committing wrong deeds; he said "Oh, my people. These are my daughters (haolai 
banatee); they are (hunna) purer for you, so fear Allah and do not shame me before 
my guest. Is there not a wise man amongst you?" 
 
The pronoun "hunna" appears here as  if it were a mere extra addition that can be done 
without (as, if we assume "hunna" is for feminization, we could read the verse and 
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understand it properly even if it were missing). In 11:78, Lut is saying that his 
"daughters" (banat, meaning those he taught his costumes and practices, and not his 
biological female offspring), are purer for sexual intercourse. This is also the reason 
behind the occurrence of "hunna" in the verse.  

 

 

If pronouns were to truly abide by the rules of femininity and masculinity, we would 
have found a feminine alternative for the following pronouns: 
 
Ana, I   : A female alternative for "ana".   
Anta, you  : A female alternative (anti).  
Antuma, you (dual) : A female alternative for "antuma".  
Huma, you (dual) : A female alternative for "huma".  
Antum, you (plural)  :  A female alternative (antunna).   
Nahnu, we  : A female alternative for "nahnu".  
 
(As you can see, a two pronouns already have a female alternative, while a the rest do 
not, meaning that not all pronouns follow the alleged rule.) 

The reader may assume that the absence of feminine alternative dual pronouns is only 
by chance – that these pronouns remained the same since the birth of Arabic, and that 
the Quran only borrowed the language's original terms. Sadly, such assumptions 
(whether good or bad)  can easily lead the interpreter of Quran to forget the actual 
uses of these pronouns, leading into an unsatisfactory understanding of the Quran. 

Finish. 

 

 
In conclusion, I must add that the Quranic speech is addressing humans, male or 
female. It is directed to blowing the Ruh (soul) into us instead of the subjective and 
sexist text that some Scholars continuously advertise. The Quran oft portraits alterity 
or "otherness" through many of its terms and concepts. We should know that there are 
points of repulsion and intersection between al-thakar and al-untha. Nevertheless, the 
points of repulsion should not cause any conflict or hatred, for opposites complete 
each other.  

 

Signed,  
Bin Nabi  
 


